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“Creating a Pathway to Success in High-Demand Programs” 

D 
uring the month of March, Jenzabar installed components nec-

essary to begin implementing CRM Candidate mod-

ule.  Jenzabar trainers were at LCC providing three days of 

technical training on the reimplementation of the Admissions module 

which is necessary in order to get CRM Candidate module fully func-

tional. 

 Jenzabar conducted a needs assessment to determine which 

parts of the Admissions module were needed by review of every 

option available to them on the Admissions menu. 

 Tables were reviewed to determine the local values that were 

needed to start tracking and inputted them all into the tables. 

 They completed all the screen changes to incorporate some of 

the local fields that were needed to carry from the old process.  

 On the last day of training, Jenzabar employees and LCC Lead 

Data Administrator Denise Gibson reviewed the online application 

and inquiry card and input it in the CRM tables for later use. 

Admissions user training is scheduled to take place in April.  Candidate 

module technical and user training will follow and should be available 

for staff and student access by next semester. 

This week in Admissions! 

  Many nursing students say they learn best by “doing something” on a “real” 
patient.  Simulation is setting the students up for this type of learning.  The lab 
will be set up in a hospital-type setting in which most of the clinical time will 
take place.  The arrival of the beds has started this process.  There is an excite-
ment among the students for a more realistically setup and learning experi-
ence.   
  To help facilitate this we have six bedroom suites.  Each suite has an over bed 
table, bedside table and hospital bed as you would in a hospital setting.  Each 
bed area will be wired for video recording of the simulations for re-viewing 
each scenario and evaluate the learning process of that clinical setting.        
  We will have a nurses’ station with electronic charting capability, a med cart 
for medication, as well as a crash cart.  This will help prepare students for safer 
and more efficient “real-world” learning while decreasing anxiety of putting 
students in unfamiliar situations.  The hospital beds are the first of many pieces 
of equipment that will complete our Simulation Lab. 

      

Thank you  

Desie! 
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Hospital Beds are Here 

Desiderio Sena, nursing facility
 

custodian, has helped tre
men-

dously in bringing up the  SimLab 

to hospital standards in prepara-

tion of th
e newly renovated room 

for simulations.  W
e appreciate 

Desie’s help and enthusiasm! 


